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Abstract6

This article enhances the use of the applied game theory and hypergame theory in global7

politics and strategic security studies. It suggests first a (Deception Hypergame Model of8

Inter-state Conflict) where conditions of certainty and uncertainty, perception and deception9

are considered within a conflict/war impediment perspective.10

11

Index terms— game theory; hypergame theory; strategy; equilibrium; deterrence; conflict; war.12

1 Introduction13

ame theory is the branch of science concerned with modeling the strategic interactions between two players or14
more in real-world circumstances or a predicated situation, in whatever discipline of knowledge, where the aim15
is to maximize each side’s utility with or without considering the other’s rationality. So, the equilibrium in16
game-theoretic models represents the solution point reached when all players pick their moves simultaneously or17
sequentially in the game. Many equilibria have been defined in the field; the most famous is the non-cooperative18
games’ Nash equilibrium. Under the latter, players can randomize their choices, playing mixed strategies and19
making the best strategyresponse to each other’s strategy choice simultaneously while considering the other(s)’s20
own rationality.21

The rationality argument is a standard used in game theory indicating that each player in a game situation seeks22
the maximization of utility during the strategic interactions of this game’s real/predicted life situation, making23
rational choices (i.e., decisions) that are individually expected to bring the highest and stable payoff to this actor24
at the end. The extended development of the mentioned game theory is the hypergame theory. If game theory25
models the strategic interactions in complete or incomplete certainty conditions and perception state, then the26
succeeded hypergame theory has another say. Hypergame theory acknowledges the circumstances in which some27
opponents are in a conflict situation where the incorrect perception, intentional deception, misunderstanding,28
and misled information made by one opponent against its enemy have a place in modeling this situation. Nash29
equilibrium is proved to be found in those intentional deception/ misperception-based models of the hypergame30
under a specific context. In a hypergame model, multiple games or hypergames manifest, given that each separate31
perceived game or hypergame of one player includes some understood equilibria from this player’s own perspective32
and perceptions of the game and the other(s)’s (i.e., the opponent) perceptions and beliefs about the conflict.33
Still, none of the separately perceived equilibriums can be Nash equilibrium of the entire hypergame model, but34
only if it is to be a Nash equilibrium in each individual subjective game/ hypergame, expressing Nash strategy in35
all of them under the same model. Thence, the ultimate balance of a hypergame model, strategizing a complex36
conflict situation, can be reached, and even permanently.37

Accordingly, in this research work, we introduce a (Conflict or War Impediment Strategic Approach) relying38
on the applied game theory and hypergame theory in global politics. This approach is represented through two39
developed theoretical works; the first is a (Deception Hypergame Model of Interstate Conflict ”DHMIC”), and the40
second is a (Deterrence Entanglement Law ”DEL”). In this paper, both are explained from a theoretic-strategic41
lens, which can be applied to inter-state conflict cases for impeding the conflict/war among the international42
system’s nationstates, considering the (DEL)’s rules illustrated in this context.43
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2 II.

2 II.44

The Conflict or War Impediment Strategic Approach, Part I: a Deception Hypergame Model of Interstate Conflict45
(DHMIC)46

a) The (DHMIC)’s Main Assumptions i. Basic Assumptions -The (DHMIC) is based on a second-level47
hypergame (HG), in which misperceptions about the game or/and reality exist, and at least one player is aware48
that a hypergame is being played and there is a misperception in the game.49

-In this hypergame model, there are two players: the first is Power I, and the second is Power II. We abbreviated50
both as (P-I) and (P-II), respectively, where each might be super, great, or middle power, conditioning that the51
client, agent, puppet, or dominated states do not lie within this hypergamemodel’s confines of interactions.52

-Given that it is a second-level hypergame model, every player in a perceived hypergame cannot realize or know53
exactly about the other player’s preference vector. Besides the misperceptions that exist when reasoning about54
the other’s strategic choices; also, deception manifests depending on the lack of information about a player’s55
actual actions, moves, beliefs, and perceptions.56

-Each player, either (P-I) or (P-II), perceives the hypergame relying on available information, specifying some57
equilibria while perceiving the other player’s game and how this actor understands the game and reality. In58
sum, our ”Deception Hypergame Model of Interstate Conflict (DHMIC)” can be denoted as: {HG = (HG)1 +59
(HG)2}, where the (HG)1 is the hypergame perceived by (P-I), consisting of the game played by (P-II) as (P-I)60
understands it, that is: {(HG)1 = (G)2}. Likewise, the (HG)2 is the hypergame understood by (P-II) that is61
composed of the game played by (P-I) as (P-II) perceives it; this is denoted as: {(HG)2 = (G)1}.62

-The (DHMIC) represents an actual hypergame where a common knowledge about the conflict exists, relating63
outcomes between individual games and dismissing equilibria perceived within each player’s hypergame if it would64
not be equilibria for the entire hypergame played.65

-The mapping function applied within the (DHMIC) is an attempt to balance unbalanced models when applying66
hypergame theory to conflict management. That aims to facilitate managing complex conflict that (may) exist67
in real-world circumstances if ”uncertainty, misperception, and deception” become a triple-dimension controlling68
or restricting the nation-state or any power’s behavior in its relationship with other powers in the international69
system. So, we focus on the state actors in this modeling, seeking to stabilize the system structure once the70
misperception/deception is revealed or countered and the equilibria are reached and settled. ii. Theoretical71
Assumptions -The model relies on two theoretical backgrounds discussed in the above theoretical survey. The first72
is the Decision-Theoretic Deterrence Theory and the second strand of the Classical/Rational Deterrence Theory.73
At the same time, the first variant of the last, the Structural or Neo-Realist Deterrence theory, is applied, which74
focuses on how to balance the system between two or more great powers, in particular, distributing political,75
economic, and/or military power between them (approximately) equivocally so that no one state/power or group76
of states/powers can overwhelm the other. That is the well-known balance of power system. Comparingly, the77
Decision-Theoretic Deterrence Theory concentrates on studying decision-making relations between actors (i.e.,78
states) in the system, attempting to stabilize the system’s structure through theoretical predictions on how each79
actor might behave, making rational decisions when confronting other actors in the system who are assumed to80
make rational choices in the same course.81

-The famous Chicken model as the prominent and dominant game model in the Decision-Theoretic Deterrence82
Theory reflected a normal form representation of game theory, where the players make their decisions in a83
simultaneous move. There are mainly four rational possibilities: a-either both players/nation-states choose to84
cooperate, and the outcome is a compromise with payoffs next to best for all; b-both choose to defect, thus getting85
their worst payoffs in the game moving to conflict outcome; or that one state defects and the other cooperates,86
where the one that defects gets its best in the game, and the other that chooses to cooperate gets its next worst87
payoff under one-side cooperation situation. The Nash or optimal equilibria in the Chicken game model are88
represented in three cases: the mutual cooperation or compromise outcome and the two cases when one defects89
and the other cooperates. Within the same modeling, the theory confirms two main strategy categories: the first90
is well-known as the ”Tit-for-Tat,” explaining the cases when all players cooperate or all defect; and the second91
is known as ”Tat-for-Tit,” which is the opposite, describing the situations where one prefers to cooperate and92
the other defects, and vice versa.93

-Our ”Deception Hypergame Model of Interstate Conflict” is based on not only developing the Decision-94
Theoretic Deterrence Theory’s uses in IR where misperception, different information, and uncertainty exist about95
the reality or the game itself in a complex conflict modeling function. Also, the (DHMIC) attempts to integrate96
the Asymmetric Escalation Game, which is one strand of the Perfect Deterrence Theory, explained above, with the97
Decision-Theoretic Deterrence Theory under one deception hypergame-model manner. The Perfect Deterrence98
Theory was introduced by Zagare and Kilgour in 2000 as a remedy to the precedent game models that were built99
on rationality assumptions and proved to be incomplete or inconsistent theoretically in many ways, reconciling100
the international relations theory with the applied game theory excellently. Effectively, they showed why and101
how conflicts ensue, escalate, and are resolved interstate, how limited conflicts arise, and when and how extended102
deterrence exceeding a crisis initiation succeeds (i.e., preventing an all-out conflict), or fails, allowing the conflict103
outcome to be in play. 1 -The built model depends, in part, on the explanation of the Asymmetric Escalation104
Game, which is one of the incomplete information models developed by Zagare and Kilgour in 2000, that Zagare105
applied to the Cuban Missile Crisis 1962, 2 criticizing precedent theoretical attempts of using game theory in106
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interpreting the crisis in his 2014 research work, 3 as illustrated later. Within the Asymmetric Escalation model,107
as explained previously, there are two players: Challenger and Defender, where the Challenger may prefer not to108
make a demand preserving the status quo or make a demand overturning it. Under the same game, the Defender109
may concede, defy responding in kind, or escalate. The Defender defying stimulates the Challenger to make a110
demand only, sequentially, resulting in a limited conflict or escalating where the Defender in the following node111
can also escalate, allowing for all-out conflict to ensue or defy only, leaving the Challenger to win. If the Defender112
responds to the Challenger’s Demand by escalating instead of conceding or defying, and the Challenger escalates113
likewise, an all-out conflict outcome arises. If the Challenger backs down, preferring to respond to the escalation114
by making a demand only, thus not countering escalating, this player allows the Defender to win as an outcome.115

-In this model, we reconcile the (P-I) and (P-II)’s preference vectors, actions, and moves, and each perceived116
hypergame’s equilibriums where misperceptions/deception and misled -The arrow used in our modeling at a117
strategic preference node refers to that it is the rational choice made in the hypergame, depending on: a.118
Decision-Theoretic Deterrence theory’s Chicken Game’s assumptions; b. Perfect Deterrence Theory’s Asymmetric119
Escalation Game’s assumptions; c. The assumed rationality of each player, which relies on the player’s perceptions120
about the game and reality, its beliefs and available information on how the opponent reasons and what its121
perceptions in the game are, the subjective probability of preferred actions, and the expected utility and its122
maximization calculations _where the last two are borrowed from the rationality arguments in game theory.123

-The ”Constrained Limited Response Equilibrium (CLRE)” 4 / 5 is used in our Deception Hypergame Model of124
Interstate Conflict, however, under different conditions. The (CLRE) is employed here not because the Defender125
_assuming that it is (P-II), was thought to be soft or soft-hard, surprising the Challenger, assumingly (P-I), by126
a limited response. In contrast, we used the (CLRE) because (P-II) at one node of Play II could reveal that it is127
a deception hypergame or could not (i.e., the actual case) but acting upon uncertainty conditions and starting a128
deception sub-hypergame on its own _where (P-I) is not aware that there would be a counter-hypergame being129
played, or that it would have misperception/ deception in a deception hypergame it initiated. So, the reached130
equilibria were not considered Perfect Bayesian Equilibria 6 that Zagare and Kilgour mainly proved in developing131
their Perfect Deterrence 4 Under a CLRE, there is uncertainty about Defender’s willingness to respond in-kind132
to an initiation where Challenger misjudges Defender’s intentions and is surprised by a limited response (Kilgour133
and Zagare, ”Explaining Limited Conflicts”). Challenger at such a point prefers to not escalate, making a demand134
only and limited conflict arises, as it concludes that Defender will counter-escalate, and an allout conflict will135
occur (ibid). Furthermore, Zagare explaining the Cuban missile crisis from the Asymmetric Escalation Game-136
model’s perspective, demonstrated that only the Constrained Limited Response Equilibrium is ”consistent with137
the beliefs, the action choices of US and Soviet decision makers and, significantly, with the political bargain that138
ended the crisis” (Zagare, ”General Explanation of the Cuban Missile Crisis,” 91). This (CLRE) occurs: ”if139
Defender is Hard at the first level (i.e., defying or escalating), (and) then it is also likely Hard at the second140
level (i.e., counter-escalating if Challenger escalated first), which is why Challengers never escalate first” (ibid,141
102) when Defender defies/responds-in-kind; and therefore, what Zagare called here Limited Conflict, Brokered142
Settlement, or Compromise outcome results. Also, another significant equilibrium may take place under the143
Asymmetric Escalation model, resulting in the Limited Conflict same outcome, which is the Escalatory Limited144
Response Equilibrium (ELRE). According to Zagare, the (ELRE) exists only when a tactically Hard Defender145
is much more likely to be of type Hard-Soft than of type Hard-Hard _where Hard Challengers tend to escalate146
first given that Defender will most likely back off and the equilibrium will be Challenger Escalates (Wins) (ibid).147
Thus, a Limited Conflict outcome can only occur with either the (CLRE) or (ELRE) equilibrium, from the148
Perfect Deterrence Theory perspective. Under our (DHMIC), if (P-II) backs down after responding-in-kind149
and (P-I)’s escalation firstly, that is because the last is an irrational actor in the system and backing down by150
(P-II) is the ”non-rational choice.” That, if made, has the least probability ever in a game between equally or151
equivalently (super, great, or middle) powers of the international system in real-world circumstances. So, we152
dismissed employing the (ELRE) in our modeling. 5 See, Kilgour and Zagare, ”Explaining Limited Conflicts;”153
Zagare, ”A Game-Theoretic History of the Cuban Missile Crisis;” Zagare, ”General Explanation of the Cuban154
Missile Crisis.” 6 Under the enlarged manner of Perfect Bayesian Equilibria, there is an equilibrium emerges at the155
end of each node of two or more players’ interactions in an extensive form game, where players make their moves156
sequentially. Also, Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium is determined depending on the type of players and whether157
they are hard or soft, aggressive or cooperative, or reliable/non-reliable, for example, where a player can acquire158
updated information at any node about the other player’s type, changing the course of moves, and the equilibria159
resulting based upon that.160

Theory. Rather, we defined each of them as Nash equilibrium of the hypergame, the theoretically wellknown161
as hyper Nash equilibrium, under some given conditions explained.162

-According to that, our (DHMIC) seeks to reach Nash Equilibria, which occurs when all players simultaneously163
make their best response to the other players’ strategy choice, achieving their best payoffs in the game where164
no player may have the incentive to deviate. Here, we determine the equilibrium relying on the made action’s165
rationality, coinciding with that rationality of all players when making their moves responding to one another, not166
on the type of the player _that we keep unchanged (i.e., two powers in the system). Moreover, Nash Equilibria167
are used in the precedent Decision Theoretic-deterrence Theory’s Chicken game model on whose assumptions,168
partially, we build our deception hypergame model.169
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4 I. THE (P-I)-(HG) 1

-Therefore, in the (DHMIC), we define Nash equilibria positions achieved either in a hypergame or what we170
call a sub-hypergame that resembles the precedent sub-game, 7 but rather in a played hypergame. More clearly,171
if Nash equilibrium occurs in a sub-hypergame that starts from any node of the entire hypergame, we call ”sub-172
hypergame perfect Nash equilibrium,” tracing the roots of the well-known sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium173
addressed in extensive forms of game models.174

3 b) The (DHMIC)’s Perceived Hypergames and175

Individual Outcomes176

4 i. The (P-I)-(HG) 1177

The (HG) 1 here is the hypergame perceived by (P-I), which answers how this player reasons about the other178
player’s game, that is, the (P-II)’s (G) 2 . In the context of a general (DHMIC), the (P-I)-(HG) 1 is composed179
of: a. ”Plays I and II’s Deceiver ”(P-I)”-Perceived HG;” and b. ”Play III’s Deceived ”(P-I)” -Perceived HG.”180
That we explain as follows:181

a. Plays I and II’s Deceiver ”(P-I)”-Perceived HG In these (HG) 1 ’s plays, Plays I and II, Power I (P-I) is182
the only player who knows that there is a hypergame being played and that (P-II) has misperceptions about the183
game. Therefore, the following explanation is introduced based on (P-I)’s perceptions and beliefs about the entire184
hypergame. Under ”Plays I and II,” (P-I) has a preference vector including these actions: {(Demand); (Defect185
”D” in the Tat-for-Tit); (Conditional Cooperation/Cooperation ”CC/C” in the Tit-for-Tat); and (Defect in the186
Tit-for-Tat)}. Here, the (Tat-for-Tit) and (Tit-for-Tat) strategies are borrowed from the Decision Theoretic-187
Deterrence Theory to be used differently in sequential-move multiple games. Both players choose to cooperate,188
or all prefer to defect in the (Tit-for-Tat) strategy; that is what we refer to as: (C-C; D-D). Rather, one player189
cooperates, and the other defects, and vice versa, in the (Tat-for-Tit) strategy, which we denoted as: (C-D;190
D-C). Within this perceived hypergame, (P-I) understands that (P-II) has a preference vector consisting of a.191
(Cooperate), b. (Defect), and c. (Conditional Cooperation) actions under the (Tit-for-Tat) strategy. The (HG)192
1 ’s perceived interactions-course: (P-I) understands that it starts the game, employing a Deception Factor {(+193
D) F} versus (P-II). The first makes a demand for altering the status quo, moving to play the (Tat-for-Tit), and194
deceiving (P-II) about its perceptions and beliefs of the reality of conflict _while the misled information and195
misunderstanding about its actual actions (i.e., decisions) and moves exist.196

Also, (P-I) realizes that (P-II) would move sequentially to either (Cooperate) or (Defect) actions under the197
mentioned uncertainty. Given that it is a game played among powers of the international system, where a conflict198
takes place, (P-I) perceives that (P-II) is rationally better off if it chooses to (Cooperate). Namely, (P-II) would199
understand that the other clashing/conflicting power in the system (i.e., P-I) is also better off by the (Compromise200
Outcome) _if it preferred the (Cooperate) choice, first, to (Defect), stabilizing relations among super, great, or201
middle powers within this system. (P-I) would pick the (Defect) action, however, in a sequential move, deceiving202
(P-II) about its (Tat-for-Tit) strategy preference. Thus, the first perceived equilibrium by (P-I) in (HG) 1 occurs,203
resulting in its ”Victory Outcome” with payoffs: (4, 2).204

Another possibility exists in the (HG) 1 , within which (P-I) understands that (P-II) may reveal the Deception205
Factor {(+ D) F} and decide to choose the (Defect) action under uncertain certainty conditions (i.e., when the206
Deception Factor is exposed), not certain uncertainty ones (i.e., when the Deception Factor exists implicitly).207
Accordingly, (P-I) initiates a sub-hypergame, correcting the previous deception it practiced and moving to208
a (Conditional Cooperation ”CC”) choice. So, it leaves no rational choice to (P-II) other than picking the209
(Conditional Cooperation ”CC”) action, or the (Cooperate ”C”) one, in a sequential move. Therefore, the210
”Compromise outcome” arises, with payoffs: (3, 3), if (P-II) chooses the (Conditional Cooperation) same strategic211
preference. Rather, it is the ”(P-I) Wins” outcome that occurs where the payoffs are: (4, 2), should (P-II) move212
to the ”unconditionally” (Cooperate) action. The last outcomes are the second and third perceived equilibriums213
by (P-I) within (HG) 1 .214

Under other circumstances, (P-I) may perceive that (P-II) would prefer to (Defect) than to (Cooperate) after215
revealing the deception factor (if it occurred), reasoning about the (P-I)’s preference of moving to compromise216
by cooperation. Alternatively, (P-I) may acquire information or reasons that (P-II) rationally will (Defect) if it217
chooses (CC), for whatever reason. In either case, (P-I), that initiated the hypergame, perceives an expected218
utility of choosing to (Defect) first in the subhypergame, which results in: a. The ”Conflict Preferred-Outcome”219
with (P-II)’s choosing the (Defect) action in a played-(Tit-for-Tat) strategy, sequentially, so that (P-I) alters the220
status quo through war rather than peace (i.e., compromise). In the third play of the actual hypergame, (P-I),221
not perceiving that there is a hypergame being played or that it has misperceptions in the game, understands222
that once it plays (Defect in the Tit-for-Tat) as a war stratagem, (P-I) has but only two strategic choices: a.223
(Cooperate), avoiding the credible possibility of conflict, where (P-I)’s perceived equilibrium occurs (i.e., (P-I)224
Wins) with payoffs: (4, 2); or b. (Defect), where the ”Conflict Preferred Outcome” results with: (2, 1) as225
perceived numerical gains. In the latter case, (P-I) realizes that altering the status quo is better achieved by war,226
not diplomacy, in terms of ”defecting first” in a (Tit-for-Tat)’s sub-hypergame it initiated; see Figure 2. Despite227
being part of its perceived Play II, the perceived Play III, with a repetitive or almost unchanged perception about228
(P-II)’s played-game, would prove to be misinterpreted by (P-I), as to come below.229
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5 ii. The (P-II)-(HG) 2230

The (HG) 2 here is the hypergame perceived by (P-II), indicating how this player reasons about the other player’s231
game or the (P-I)’s (G) 1 . Under the general (DHMIC), the (P-II)-(HG) 2 is composed of: a. ”Plays I and232
II’s Deceived ”(P-II)”-Perceived HG;” and, b. ”Play III’s Deceiver ”(P-II)”-Perceived HG.” Both we explain as233
follows: Under this stage of the hypergame, (P-II), misperceiving the actual actions or moves of (P-I), prefers234
to (Cooperate), understanding it as the rational choice rather than defecting. It perceives, therefore, that (P-235
I) is better off by the ”Compromise Outcome” so that it will choose to (Cooperate) sequentially. That is the236
(P-II)’s only perceived equilibrium in ”Plays I and II” of (HG) 2 with payoffs (3, 3), avoiding the ”Conflict237
Outcome,” which results in the zero-state worst payoffs for both: (1, 1) if all moved to the (Defect) choice in the238
game; see b. Play III’s Deceiver ”(P-II)”-Perceived HG: The aneuvering Sub-Hypergame Following the previous239
Play I and Play II, (P-II) being strategically surprised by (P-I)’s (Defect) choice in a (super, great, or middle)240
powers (perceived) game, chooses to neither (Cooperate) nor to (Defect), escaping the ”(P-I)’s Victory” perceived241
outcome with payoffs: (4, 2), as well as the ”Conflict” one with the (1, 1) realized worst-gains. Strikingly, (P-II),242
in an initiated subhypergame, perceives that it can move to (Defying or response-in-kind) choice, where the ”(P-I)243
Deterred” outcome takes place, with the payoffs reversed: (2, 4), if (P-I) backed down and chooses to (Defect)244
only, not to escalate. Thence, (P-II)’s perceived equilibrium of the (HG) 2 ’s ”Play III” occurs. Otherwise,245
(P-II) may rationally prefer the (Escalate) choice, expecting a ”Preventive War Outcome” and confronting an246
aggressive actor (i.e., (P-I)) in the system _if this actor/power chooses to (Escalate) first; see Figure 3. The247
payoffs received, in that case, are: (0, 1), where (P-I) gets its minus-state worst payoff or the most-worst at all,248
granting (P-II) the legitimate justification when escalating first to rally against it in a collective or common-good249
securitynecessitated war.250

6 c) The (DHMIC)’s Actual Interactions and Equilibria in251

a Mapping Function Relates Outcomes between Individual252

Games253

Under this hypergame model, (Power II) can never reveal the Deception Factor {+(D) F} but makes its choices254
with existing certain uncertainty about (Power I)’s actual actions and moves or its real played-game _the player255
who started the deception hypergame. Namely, this model simulates real-world circumstances of conflict interstate256
under different information, beliefs, perceptions, understandings, and interpretations conditions. Within these257
actual interactions, the (Power I)’s strategic preference vector includes not only the actions perceived in its258
understood hypergame but also, it is composed of a more diverse set of strategic actions. (Defy Only/Retreat)”259
actions. In each play, the arrow drawn at a node’s end refers to the rational choice preferred to the other for a260
given player at that move. Sometimes two reasonable actions at the same move become preferred under different261
conditions explained.262

i. The (DHMIC)’s Play I: Deception Hypergame -”Play I” begins with (Power I) or (P-I) choosing to alter the263
status quo, which is the rational choice for this player, at this move, initiating a deception hypergame. Given that264
the expected utility for both players at the ”Status Quo Outcome” is: (2, 2), if (P-I) prefers the (Not Demand)265
choice, (P-I) moves first, making a (Demand) for a higher utility to result at another position of the game. The266
probability (p) of (P-I)’s preferring of that rational choice, (Demand), is: (0.5 < p ? 1), whereas it is: (0 ? p <267
0.5) of the (Not Demand) action.268

-Having the first-play advantage, (P-I) prefers to use the (Tat-for-Tit) strategy, (C-D; D-C), while deceiving269
(P-II) of future using of the (Tit-for-Tat) one, (C-C; D-D), to act likewise. -Being deceived in the game _by270
considering the lack of (correct) information about (P-I)’s actual beliefs and perceptions, (Power II) or (P-271
II) moves to the (Cooperate) action sequentially. That is the (P-II)’s perceived rational choice, expecting the272
”Compromise Outcome” equilibrium to occur instead of a would-be ensuing conflict situation if both defect under273
a (misperceived) (Tit-for-Tat)strategy.274

-In a sequential move, (P-I) chooses its secondperceived rational choice in ”Play I,” that is: (Defecting) where275
(p = 1), after deceiving (P-II) about its actual moves or the game played. So, the ”(P-I) Wins” outcome occurs276
out of the (Cooperate, Defect) used strategies _where the first is made in a (Tit-for-Tat) misperceived game by277
(P-II) while the second is made in a deceiving (Tat-for-Tit) one by (P-I).278

-(P-II) as super, great, or middle power prefers to replay, changing the payoffs’ position reached, picking the279
(Defect) action where (p =1) under certain uncertainty conditions. Thus, (P-II) understands that (P-I) might280
prefer the (Defect) choice in a sequence if its played strategy is (Tit-for-Tat) or the (Cooperate) one if the used281
strategy is the (Tat-for-Tit). (P-II) reasons, therefore, that it will be either the ”Conflict Outcome” with both282
are worst off, or the ”(P-II) Wins” equilibrium with its victory resulting.283

-After (P-II)’s move, (P-I), who is the deceiver in this hypergame’s level, reasons that it is better off to start284
a sub-hypergame from the (P-II)’s (Defect) choice’s node more than when choosing to (Cooperate) under its285
played (Tat-for-Tit) deceivingstrategy; see In this sub-hypergame, (P-I) having no misperception, or (Deception286
Factor)’s impact of (Play I) that we denote as: (? (D)1 F), can either choose the (Defect ”D”) strategic preference287
or the (Cooperate/ Conditional Cooperation ”C/CC”) one, where (0.5 < p ? 1) in the two cases. Restoring the288
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7 A. CASE I: (P-I) REASONING ABOUT ”COOPERATED (CC)

(P-II)’s previously perceived (and played) course of the game under the (Tit-for-Tat) strategy, (P-I) chooses any289
action (i.e., ”C/CC” or ”D”) where both are rational-choice tracks under given circumstances.290

7 A. Case I: (P-I) Reasoning About ”Cooperated (CC)291

Strategy” Track I of Case I -(P-I) reasons that if it moves to the (Conditional Cooperation) choice, (P-II) becomes292
better off by choosing the (Conditional Cooperation) or (Cooperate Only) action sequentially. The ”Compromise293
Outcome” occurs with payoffs: (3, 3), if (P-II) acts likewise, moving to the (Conditional Cooperation) choice.294
The probability of ”(P-II)’s preferring to the (Conditional Cooperation ”CC”) action after (P-I)’s (CC) one” is295
(0.5 < p ? 1), which is the rational choice of this interaction track. The resulting ”Compromise Outcome” is296
the Nash equilibrium of the entire hypergame. Considering that both players reach this solution point through297
an emerging sub-hypergame, we call that ”subhypergame perfect Nash equilibrium.” Here, each player made the298
best response to the other’s strategy choice simultaneously, where no one may have the incentive to deviate from299
the reached position or the best payoffs it could achieve in the game.300

-In another possibility, (P-II) being deceived in this sub-hypergame may move to the (Cooperate Only) action.301
Accordingly, the ”Disguised Compromise; Disguised Opponent-Victory” outcome occurs, where the ”actual”302
payoffs (i.e., not the misperceived ones) are: (4, 2). The probability of preferring the (Cooperate Only) possibility303
by (P-II) after (P-I)’s (CC) action is (0.5 < p ? 1). Still, it is not an equilibrium in the entire hypergame since304
(P-II) would rationally prefer to deviate from this reached position once the deception is revealed.305

-Namely, this outcome is not stable with (P-II) misperceiving that both achieve the ”Compromise Outcome”306
payoffs (i.e., ”3, 3”), while they are not. In sum, the last hypergame-situation occurs when the second actor or307
(P-II) concedes more or nonequivalently in an extended level or scale for the first actor or (P-I)’s interests in an308
”unbalanced or semibalanced deterrence” relation. Further, the ”Disguised Compromise or Disguised Opponent-309
Victory” outcome becomes in play when the first actor (i.e., deceiver), deceiving the second, cripples this deceived,310
under a disguised extended ”extreme or limited”-threat case, whereas the second (i.e., deceived) does not act311
likewise in a symmetrical level or scale. Track II of Case I -(P-II) reasoning that (P-I) is better off by the312
(Compromise Outcome) if it picked a cooperation choice sequentially may move to the (Defect) action instead,313
where (0 ? p < 0.5). However, (P-II) makes a risky choice, perceiving that it maximizes the expected utility of the314
game using the (Tat-for-Tit) strategy rather than the (Tit-for-Tat) one. At the same time, (P-II) is still deceived315
due to the Deception Factor’s impact of ”Play I” or the (+ (D)1 F), while acquiring no (correct) information for316
revealing the deception, and still not having a knowledge that there is a hypergame being played or that it has317
misperceptions in the game. So, with (P-II) understanding that it leaves, but only one rational choice to (P-I) to318
move to (i.e., the (Cooperate) action) in a sequence, (P-II) gives (P-I) under this interaction-track the impulse319
to go to conflict, alternatively.320

-The deceiver (P-I) perceives that (P-II)’s (Defect) move, following its (CC) action made first, means that this321
player (i.e., ”P-II”) seeks relative gains at the expense of (P-I)’s losses, if the last chooses (C) second in a (D-C)322
formula, contradicting its deception basis of the sub-hypergame it initiated.323

The probability of (P-I)’s choosing to (Cooperate Only) second here is (0 ? p < 0.5). If picked, (P-II)’s (Defect)324
choice results in the ”(P-II)’s Victory and (P-I)’s Humiliating Capitulation Outcome,” in terms of defeating (P-I)325
twice now in the entire hypergame after (P-I)’s preferring to initiate a subhypergame than to (Cooperate) in326
Play I, and then playing the (CC) strategy in Play II losing conflict gains it sought to seize through mutual-327
cooperation and (misperceived) ”Compromise Outcome.” Based on that, the payoffs achieved by (P-II)’s second328
(Defect) choice and (P-I)’s second cooperation action (i.e., ”CC” first and ”Cooperate Only” second) become:329
(1, 4), so that (P-I) gets its zerostate worst payoff in the hypergame, with (P-II) getting its best.330

-Moving from the previous configuration, the deceiver (P-I) is better off by preferring to (Defect) second, as a331
rational choice, in response to the strategic surprise made by (P-II) _when the latter moved to the (Defect) action332
rather than a cooperation move of (”CC,” or ”Cooperate Only”), responding otherwise to the (P-I)’s (CC) choice333
made first. Therefore, (P-I) now does not only avoid the outcome: ”(P-II)’s Victory and (P-I)’s Humiliating334
Capitulation” but also it responds-in-kind, answering the strategic surprise by another and achieving the conflict335
gains by the war (even if unexpected) instead of diplomacy; at a time when (P-II), the deceived, misperceived336
that it would be the occurrence of ”Conflict Outcome.” The probability of picking (Defect) action by (P-I) under337
this context is: (0.5 < p ? 1). Rationally, (P-I) brings, at this position, the worst utility not to itself alone, but338
defeating (P-II) strategically with payoffs: (1, 1) for both. Thus, (P-I) makes (P-II) also get what wouldbe (P-I)’s339
worst gains only, (1) -(P-I)’s move of (Defecting) first is a war stratagem that left no perceived rational choice340
to (P-II) except opting for the (Cooperate) action, while causing a strategic stalemate to this player where the341
”(P-I) Wins Outcome” occurs with payoffs: (4, 2). That is the ”second sub-hypergame perfect Nash equilibrium”342
of the entire hypergame. Here, (P-II) changes its previously perceived and used (Tit-for-Tat) strategy, playing343
the (Tat-for-Tit) one under certain uncertainty conditions with the Deception Factor (+ (D)1 F) still in play.344
The probability of (P-II)’s moving to the (Cooperate) choice here is: (0 < p < 1).345

-If (P-II) moves to (Defect), then it is the (P-I)’s war stratagem success when leading (P-II) to the war or conflict346
choice after preparing for this war, using the (D) strategy first in a re-played game (i.e., the subhypergame).347
Under this condition, (P-I) can achieve its conflict gains through war rather than compromise with complete348
readiness for the action. The probability of the (P-II)’s (Defect) action is: (0 ? p < 0.5), with payoffs: (2, 1).349
Namely, (P-I) becomes slightly better off, getting its next-next-best in the hypergame, and (P-II) is worse off.350
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and perceptions about the game and the reality of conflict under the lack of (correct) information, (P-II)351
chooses to move to initiate a strategic surprise versus (P-I) as a deception basis in a replayed (hyper) game.352

iii. The (DHMIC)’s Play III: The (DTD-AE)’s Deception Sub-(HG) (P-II) is the deceiver in this hypergame353
or Play III, and the only one who knows that there is a hypergame being played or that (P-I) has misperceptions354
about it. (P-II) has two strategic preferences starting the sub-hypergame; either to (Defy/Respond-in-Kind) or355
(Escalate) first. Given Play II’s moves’ order, the rational choice for (P-II) in Play III becomes the (Response-356
in-Kind), where (0.5 < p ? 1). At the same time, the other possible action’s (i.e., the (P-II)’s (Escalate ”first”)357
choice) probability is: (0 ? p < 0.5). In Play III, there is no new Deception Factor that affects (P-II), but it is358
still deceived due to Play I’s Deception Factor, where we denote this relation as:{? (D) 3 F & (+ (D) 1 F)}.359

Simultaneously, there is a Deception Factor operated versus (P-I) by (P-II) in Play III, while (P-I) is not360
influenced by the Deception Factor that existed in Play I _since it was the deceiver within; we refer to this as {+361
(D) 3 F & (? (D) 1 F)}. Also, Play III of the (DHMIC) reflects a ”Decision Theoretic-Deterrence and Asymmetric362
Escalation’s Deception Sub-Hypergame,” which we abbreviate as ”(DTD-AE)’s Deception Sub-(HG).”363

8 a. Case I: (P-II) Responding-in-Kind364

Play III begins with (P-II) choosing the (Response-in-Kind) action, defying (P-I) in the hypergame; see Figure365
??. The deceived (P-I), in this play, understands that such a strategic surprise may not secure its victory if366
the ”Conflict Outcome” occurs. Under this condition, (P-I) has two preferences. The first is to (Defect Only),367
avoiding the escalation of conflict, where the outcome: ”Limited Conflict and (P-I) Deterred” occurs, representing368
the ”third sub-hypergame perfect Nash equilibrium” in the entire hypergame. That equilibrium indicates the first369
position of a Constrained Limited Response Equilibrium or (CLRE) 1 in the (DHMIC), where the payoffs are: (2,370
4). The (CLRE) concept, as well as the basic modeling of Play III, are borrowed from the Asymmetric Escalation371
Game of Perfect Deterrence Theory, which we adjusted, refining it to use under different circumstances. -Thus,372
within Case I, (P-I) that defected in Play II, threatening (P-II) by a war gains’ military seizuredirected-(Defect)373
choice, is surprised by (P-II) maneuvering it in Play III, moving to a deterrencechoice, and threatening further374
a capable and credible counter-escalation if (P-I) escalated first.375

The probability of (P-I)’s moving to the (Defect Only) choice is: (0.5 < p ? 1), which is the rational choice376
for this player consequently.377

-A possible sequential ”non-rational choice” may take place when (P-II) picks the (Defy/Response-in-Kind)378
action in Play III. That is, (P-I)’s moving to (Escalate ”first”) preference of probability: (0 ? p < 1), considering379
that this player chose to (Defect) first in Play II. Therefore, the rational choice for (P-II) is to (Counter-380
Escalate/Escalate) where (0.5 < p ? 1) and the outcome ”All-Out Conflict; (P-II)’s Preventive War” occurs;381
simultaneously, the payoffs become: (0, 1).382

-The last possibility explains that (P-I) provides (P-II)383
with the legitimate justification to rally against it in a preventive necessitated war. Either a collective security384

war (i.e., on a global level initiated through states-coalition against a system’s aggressor(s)) or another for the385
common good (i.e., on a regional level waged by one nation or/and with the participation of some regional386
nations). Thence, if (P-II) gets its zero-state worst payoff (i.e., ”1”) in the entire hypergame, now, (P-I) becomes387
more severely worse off, accumulating its minus-state worst payoff _or zero according to the used numerical-utility388
values, while being struck by a deterrence maintaining-waged-war/all-out conflict directed against it.389

That reflects in part the old philosophy of preserving deterrence via wars _not only to use deterrence strategy390
for preventing wars (i.e., the contemporary perspective) _under these conditions: a. If pre-efforts of keeping391
deterrence for avoiding wars failed. b. If this waged war/conflict is swept away from the homeland of any392
super/great power (i.e., the initiator power) and the (via war/conflict) deterrencepracticing-power (i.e., the393
responding anti-power). c. If this deterring war/all-out conflict is waged collectively.394

-Under a less probability when (0 ? p < 0.5), (P-II) may opt for the (Defy Only/Retreat) non-rational choice395
in response to (P-I)’s (Escalate ”first”) action.396

In that case, the resulting outcome is: ”(P-II)’s Humiliating Capitulation and (P-I)’s Expansion,” with payoffs:397
(4, 1). Thus, (P-I) gets its best utility, and (P-II) accumulates its zero-state worst yield so that the first wins398
(i.e., (P-I)’s Expansion) at the expense of the second’s losses (i.e., (P-II)’s Capitulation) in a relative gains’399
hypergame-situation.400

9 b. Case II: (P-II) Escalating401

While (P-II) is the deceiver in Play III and still deceived about (P-I)’s Deception Factor of Plays I and II, it may402
prefer to (Escalate) first. That would be a nonrational move, contradicting that of the (Defy/Responsein-403
Kind) rational choice _given the last’s highly probable (sole) rational choice of (P-I)’s (Defecting Only)404
sequentially, accompanied by high probabilityequilibrium occurring, therefore. Comparingly, the (Counter-405
Escalation/Escalate) action competes as a rational choice with the (Defect Only) one if (P-II) chooses to (Escalate)406
first, starting the sub-hypergame. According to that, (P-I) has three strategic preferences, illustrated in Figure407
??; these are: a. (P-I) may concede its (Demand) of altering the status quo made at the beginning of the entire408
hypergame in Play I; however, (P-I) loses severely choosing to (Not Demand) at this game’s stage. The outcome409
that occurs, in this case, is ”(P-I)’s Humiliating Capitulation and (P-II)’s Expansion,” with payoffs:410
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10 IV. THE (DHMIC)’S CONCLUSION: INITIAL STABILITY IN THE
SYSTEM-POWERS’ CONFLICT AND DETERRENCE RELATION (ISPCDR)

(1, 4). The (Not Demand) preference is not the rational choice for (P-I) in Play III if (P-II) preferred to411
(Escalate) first than to (Respond-in-Kind). The probability of (Not Demand) action is: (0 ? p < 0.5). b. The412
first rational choice for (P-I) if (P-II) escalated first is to (Defect Only) where (0.5 < p ? 1). Consequently,413
the ”Limited Conflict; (P-I) Deterred” outcome occurs, with payoffs: (2, 4), which is the ”fourth sub-hypergame414
perfect Nash equilibrium” in the entire hypergame. This equilibrium represents the second position of the415
Constrained Limited Response Equilibrium or (CLRE) 2 in our (DHMIC). Needless to say, if (P-II) initiates416
this sub-hypergame or Play III from the other node of Play II (i.e., the (P-I)’s (CC) node, not from the (P-I)’s417
(Defect) choice’s one), this sub-hypergame’s equilibriums would be the same, as long (P-II) or the initiator uses418
the same mixed-strategy choices of (Defy/ Response-in-Kind) and (Escalate). c. The second rational choice for419
(P-I) if (P-II) preferred to (Escalate) first is to (Counter-Escalation/Escalate), where (0.5 ? p < 1). That is if we420
consider that both are (equivocally or equivalently) powers in the international system, and anyone’s escalation421
is seen as a violation of the other’s prestigious position among the system’s actors (i.e., states) under another422
alliance sub-system that protects each in case of the war is initiated against it (i.e., the war against one in a423
given security alliance is considered a war against all). Therefore, the ”All-Out Conflict; (P-I)’s Preventive War”424
outcome becomes in play, with payoffs: (1, 0) _that are reversed from those resulting if (P-I) escalates first and425
(P-II) counter-escalates _where both are worse off but (P-II) becomes more severely worse off. So, inversely, it426
is (P-II) now that provides (P-I) with the legitimate justification for waging a preventive, deterring war/ all-out427
conflict against it.428

10 iv. The (DHMIC)’s Conclusion: Initial Stability in429

the System-Powers’ Conflict and Deterrence Relation (IS-430

PCDR)431

This section focuses on setting two general conclusions of the (Deception Hypergame Model of Interstate Conflict)432
and its application, paving one way among many others that can be provided in further research for stabilizing433
the international system’s structure. Whether or not the deception exists in multiple games of an unbalanced434
model played by and between states, the aim here is not to reveal a new facet of reality insofar as it is to set435
the facts (more) solid, avoiding the occurrence of potentially similar conflicts in the future. This part introduces436
two equations we inferred from our built model and its application, which are applicable under certainty and437
uncertainty conditions. We admit and recommend that too many works are needed in this field, exploring and438
constructing a more solidified structure of one integrated theoretical body in conflict management or, fairer to439
say, conflict impediment.440

a. Equations’ Assumptions Through using abbreviations of some terms needed, it can be said that:441
-The international system’s Power I is (A 1 ), which is the most powerful or (para-) equal in power to ”Power442

II.” -The international system’s Power II is (A 2 ), which is less powerful than or (para-) equal in power to ”Power443
I.” -Both (A 1 ) and (A 2 ) are aggressive or competitive actors, or that one actor is cooperative, and the other444
is aggressive or competitive.445

-The international system is bipolar or multipolar, where other powers of a multipolar system competing446
against one another might be integrated under the same equations, given that the reasoning followed is kept447
static.448

-(T A2 ) is the Threat (T) practiced by (A 1 ) versus (A 2 ) so that it is the ”(A 2 )-directed-Threat.” -(T A1449
) is the Threat (T) practiced by (A 2 ) versus (A 1 ) so that it is the ”(A1)-directed-Threat.”450

-{(± D) F n } is the (Deception Factor) that may exist or not in real-world circumstances within inter-nation451
competitive or conflictual relations, which can be used by (n) or (Number) of actors, either (A 1 ), (A 2 ), or both.452
Here, {(+D) F n } refers to existing a ”Deception/Uncertainty-Condition/State” in given interstate-interactions,453
while the {(?D) F n } indicates that there is a ”Perception/Certainty-Condition/State” in the same context.454

-(Ea) ?1 is the ”Equilibrium (E) achieved for (A 1 ) or (a),” which is an ”unstable outcome,” denoting the455
instability of an outcome as (?1).456

-(T A2 ) 2 is a Multiplied Threat (T 2 ) practiced by (A 1 ) versus (A 2 ) so that it is the ”(A 2 )directed-457
Doubled Threat.” -{(A-M)A 1 } is the ”Action(s) and Move(s)” made by (A 1 ) and directed towards (A 2 ) or458
other powers/ states in the system.459

-{(A-M) A2 } is the ”Action(s) and Move(s)” made by (A 2 ) and directed towards (A 1 ) or other powers/states460
in the system.461

-(? T A1 ) is the ”Non-Threat (?T) practiced by (A 2 ) versus (A 1 ),” so that it is the ”(A 1 )directed-Disabled462
Threat.” -(Ea) +1 is the ”Equilibrium (E) achieved for (A 1 ) or (a),” which is a ”stable outcome,” denoting463
the stability as (+1).” -(Eb) +1 is the ”Equilibrium (E) achieved for (A 2 ) or (b),” which is a ”stable outcome:464
(+1).”465

-{(CC)F} is the (Capability and Credibility Factor of Threat T).466
-{(CC)F1} is the (Capability and Credibility Factor of Threat T) for (A 1 ).467
-{(CC)F2} is the (Capability and Credibility Factor of Threat T) for (A 2 ).468
-{B A1 } is the ”Balance of Powers Relations” achieved for (A1) in the international system.469
-{B A2 } is the ”Balance of Powers Relations” achieved for (A 2 ) in the international system.470
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-{(Ea+b) +2 } is ”(A 1 ) and (A 2 )’s Equilibrium,” simultaneously occurring in interstate conflict or deterrence471
relation within a bipolar or multipolar international system, which is ”stable for both,” denoting this as: (+2).472

-{(B A1 + A2 ) (CC)F1+F2 } is the ”Mutually Balance of Powers Relations” achieved for (A 1 )and (A 2 )473
simultaneously within a bipolar or multipolar international system, where the {(CC)F} takes place by both (A474
1 ) and (A 2 ).475

11 b. Initial Stability in the System-Powers’ Conflict and476

Deterrence Relation (ISPCDR): The Equations and Proving477

the Validity of the (DHMIC)’s Hypothesis A. Equation I:478

Defection and Revisionism-State in One-Sided Deterrence479

Relation480

Explanation: Taking the numerical language aside, we can explain ”Equation I” as follows: a. any action (i.e.,481
decision) made concerning deterrence relation interstate or conflict among powers of the international system,482
and followed by a move (i.e., applied decision), by (A 1 ) _that is conditioned by a threat practiced by (A483
1 ) versus (A 2 ), which must be capable and credible; accumulating to that b. any action made in a similar484
trajectory and followed by a move by (A 2 ) where no threat can (ever) exist (actively/used at the moment, or non-485
actively/unused at the moment) versus (A 1 provided that c. there is uncertainty/deception and misperception,486
or certainty/non-deception and perception, conditioned by any (deterring/conflicting) power towards the other.487
Those assumptions lead or are approximately equal to these results: a. unstable equilibrium occurring in favorof488
(A 1 ) where a capable and credible threat it practices versus (A 2 ) exists (actively or nonactively) as a condition;489
accumulating to that b. a doubled or multiplied capable and credible threat manifests (actively or non-actively)490
in any action made, and followed by a move, by (A 1 ), that it is directed versus/divided into any action made,491
and followed by a move, by (A 2 ), in the same course, where no threat can (ever) exist (actively or non-actively)492
versus (A 1 ) under the given context.493

12 B. Equation II: Corrected-Defection and Anti-Revisionism-494

State in MultipleSides-Oriented-Deterrence Relation495

Explanation: Assuming that: a. any action made concerning deterrence relation interstate or conflict among496
powers of the international system and followed by a move, by (A 1 ) where a capable and credible threat exists497
(actively or non-actively) versus (A 2 ); b. any action made in a similar trajectory, and followed by a move498
by (A 2 ) where a capable and credible threat exists (actively or non-actively) versus (A 1 ); provided that c.499
there is uncertainty/deception and misperception, or certainty/ non-deception and perception, conditioned by500
any (deterring/conflicting) power towards the other. Those assumptions lead to or are approximately equal to501
these results:502

a. A stable equilibrium occurs in favor of (A 1 ), wherein (A 1 )’s capable-and credible threat versus (A 2 )503
exists (actively or non-actively). b. A stable equilibrium occurs in favor of (A 2 ), wherein (A 2 )’s capable-and504
credible threat versus (A 1 ) exists (actively or non-actively). c. A balance achieved for (A 1 ) occurs within a505
deterrence relation interstate or conflict among powers of the system, where (A 1 )’s capable-and credible threat506
versus (A 2 ) exists (actively or nonactively) in any action made and the followed move by (A 1 ). That is507
to bedirected versus or/and divided into any made action and the followed move, by (A 2 ), in which (A 2 )’s508
capable-and credible threat parallelly exists (actively or non-actively) versus(A 1 ). A balance achieved for (A2)509
occurs within a deterrence relation interstate or conflict among powers of the system, where (A2)’s capable-and510
credible threat versus (A1) exists (actively or nonactively) in any action made and move followed by (A2). That511
is to be directed versus or/and divided into any made action, and the followed move by (A1), in which (A1)’s512
capable and credible threat parallelly exists (actively or non-actively) versus (A2).513

13 . Conditionality Cases of the (ISPCDR)514

The Initial Stability in (the system) Powers’ Conflict and Deterrence Relation or the (ISPCDR) can be specified,515
based on Equations I and II’s outputs, where the ”Bipolarity or Multipolarity, (B-MP)” defines the international516
system’s structure, as follows:517

Supposing that: a. each element mentioned above has a numerical, denoting, or indicating value, where we518
refer to this value as (v);” b. both system’s powers, either (A 1 ) or (A 2 ), have capable and credible threats519
versus each other, that might be active and in use or non-active and in non-use by any or all under an observed520
context. Thence, the conditionality of (ISPCDR) can be formulated through these three cases:521

Case I: The Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR) in a One-Sided Extreme or Limited-Threat State:(ISPCDR) (B-522
MP) ? {(Ea) +1 + (Eb) +1 + (BA1) (CC)F1 + (BA2) (CC)F2 } ? {(Ea+b) +2 + (BA1+A2) (CC)F1+F2523
} If {(Eva) ±1 } ? {(Evb) ±1 }, where: {(Eva) ±1 } > {(Evb) ±1 }, or {(Eva) ±1 } < {(Evb) ±1 }; then:524
{(Bv(A1)) (CC)F1 } ? {(Bv(A2)) (CC)F2 }, where: {(Bv(A1)) (CC)F1 } > {(Bv(A2)) (CC)F2 }, or {(Bv(A1))525
(CC)F1 } < {(Bv(A2)) (CC)F2 }. C.526
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15 D. PROVING THE (DHMIC)’S HYPOTHESIS

Under this case, (A 1 )’s capable and credible threat becomes ”active and in use” while (A 2 )’s capable and527
credible threat is ”non-active and in non-use,” when {(Eva) ±1 } > {(Evb) ±1 }; or vice versa when {(Eva) ±1528
} < {(Evb) ±1 }. Based on that, the equilibrium occurring might be permanently stable or not. The {(Eva) +1529
; or (Evb) +1 } is a permanently stable equilibrium for Actor I or Actor II, respectively, under the ”Relatively-530
Balanced (ISPCDR),” occurring in perception and (complete/incomplete) certainty conditions. In contrast, the531
{(Eva) ?1 ; or (Evb) ?1 } is a permanently unstable equilibrium, namely, a temporarily stable one, for both532
under the ”Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR),” taking place in deception and misperception or certain uncertainty533
conditions, since the deceived or misperceiving actor, whoever is, would have the incentive to deviate from a534
reached position under such uncertainty, once the deception or misperception becomes exposed. Comparingly,535
all actors rationally agree on known and correctly perceived (different) values of another equilibrium achieved536
under perception and (complete/ incomplete) certainty conditions, as long each stand on the best position of537
utility they could ever obtain within a ”Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR).”538

14 Case II: The Outrightly-Balanced (ISPCDR) in an Equally539

or Equivalently Non-activatedThreat-State:540

If {(Eva) +1 } = {(Evb) +1 }, and then {(Bv(A1)) (CC)F1 } = {(Bv(A2)) (CC)F2 }, where the equilibriumis541
stable, referring to that by (+1), under whatever conditions (i.e., perception/certainty, or deception/uncertainty).542
Within that case, both actors’ capable and credible threats are ”non-active and in non-use.”543

Case III: The Incompletely-Balanced (ISPCDR) in a Mutually Extreme or Limited-ThreatState:If {(Eva) ?1 }544
? {(Evb) ?1 }, or {(Eva) ?1 } ? {(Evb) ?1 }, and then {(Bv(A1)) (CC)F1 } ? {(Bv(A2)) (CC)F2 }, or {(Bv(A1))545
(CC)F1 } ? {(Bv(A2)) (CC)F2 }546

, where the equilibrium occurring in this case is permanently unstable, that is, temporarily stable only, referring547
to that by (?1), under perception or deception conditions. Namely, any actor, under perception and certainty548
or deception and uncertainty circumstances, may have the incentive to deviate from a status quo of being549
”threatened” if not reached reasonably in a relative balance’s perception state. In that case, both actors’ capable550
and credible threats become ”active andin use.”551

15 D. Proving the (DHMIC)’s Hypothesis552

According to Equations I and II, the ”absolute gains” obtained by state-actors (i.e., the system’s powers under553
the illustrated manner) of cooperation or joint understandings and agreements-based-Liberalist perspective of554
interstate relations manifest and defy strongly the ”relative gains” that define a conflict and competition-555
dominated-Realist view of self-interested states seeking the power-accumulation goal at each other’s expense.556
Thus, this work reflects a re-balanced view of the balance of power relations in interstate conflicts where the557
deterrence relationship stability becomes under question. Still, further research is necessitated in the field. Lastly,558
we prove the validity of our ”Deception Hypergame Model of Interstate Conflict” hypothesis: ”The initial stability559
in the system powers’ conflict and deterrence relation is achieved through joint equilibria simultaneously occurring560
and the opponentdirected-capable and credible threat-existing in a mutual deterrence relationship, under certainty561
and perception, or uncertainty and deception conditions.” Law) is based on a (Threat-for-Deterrence) modeling,562
which partially uses game theory assumptions of rationality andthe expected utility in explaining the interactions563
among two rational powers or actors conflicting in a regional or international system.564

-The modeling depends on describing the system powers/actors’ moves and countermoves during a crisis,565
clash, conflict, or war within extended or immediate deterrence relations, considering both perception and566
(complete/incomplete) certainty or deception and certain uncertainty conditions.567

-Further, the (Threat-for-Deterrence) modeling reconciles the misperception and deception factors with the568
rationality argument. The factors that distinguish hypergame models under complexconflict situations where the569
difference in information, understandings, and perceptions exists among players. The players, therefore, might570
be deceivers or deceived within given generalizablereasonable interactions.571

-Our modeling differs in its basics, purpose, and application from the theory of moves, which explains an572
interplay of moves and countermoves of players in a sequential nature’s rational-choice modeling under apparent573
perception conditions.574

-Mainly, our (Threat-for-Deterrence) modeling is a simulation of what we call a ”Deterrence Entanglement575
Law” in global politics, within which the firm premise is:576

The (Matter) at a move is an (Anti-matter) at this move’s countermove, and the (Anti-matter) at a move is577
a (Matter) at this move’s countermove; where:578

a. The (Matter) for one actor/power is an (Anti-matter) for the other at the same move and countermove, and579
likewise, the (Anti-matter) for one actor/power is a (Matter) for the other at the same move and countermove.580
b. Both the (Matter) and the (Anti-matter) are the (same ”Matter or Threat-Object”) at the (same ”mutually581
move and countermove”), while they are (different ”Matters or Threat-Objects”) at (different ”mutually moves582
and countermoves”). c. The moves of one movement of (Matter and Antimatter) by an actor/power, andthe583
countermoves of its opposite movement of (Anti-matter and Matter) in the same direction by the other584
actor/power, are made simultaneously or sequentially. d. A (move) and (countermove) occur in opposite ways of585
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the same direction, composing a comprehensive (Threat-for-Deterrence) modeling of a (Deterrence Entanglement586
Law).587

That is to say, the modeling cases’ interrelated relations are about: {Threaten Threatened}; and {Not Threaten588
Unthreatened} subcases. Obviously, those relations are not about:589

{(Threaten, Threaten); (Not Threaten, Not Threaten); (Threatened, Threatened); or (Unthreatened,590
Unthreatened)} strategic preferences of two actors/ powers of the system if a conflict exists. Thus, the modeling591
defines (Deterrence Entanglement Law) thorough cases for the conflict/war impediment purpose _when a592
movement of moves and its opposite movement in the same direction of countermoves addressan observed context593
of conflict interstate and/or deterrence relation. Therefore, the (DEL) does not focus on the interactive decision-594
making’s possible strategic actions of separate situations in a conflict, which is considered a general law for595
conflict management through governing the conflict/war impediment possibilitiesand equilibria first. e. The first596
(Matter and Anti-matter), as well as the second, reflect two different (Threat Objects), existing in opposite ways597
of the same direction, that must be equivalently equal in ”level” and/or ”scale.” Based on that, a ”deterrence598
sufficiency” condition in line with the ”(Threat Objects) capability and credibility criteria” becomes partially599
or entirely fulfilled for reaching a state of balance of an ”Initial Stability in (the System) Powers’ Conflict and600
Deterrence Relation (ISPCDR).”601

-Within this modeling, ”Power I or (P-I)” is an actor (i.e., state) in the international system that is in a state602
of clash/conflict/war with ”Power II.” Similarly, ”Power II or (P-II)” is the system actor that is in a state of603
clash/conflict/war with ”Power I.” We refer to both (P-I) and (P-II) as {(Actor I), (A1), or (a)}, and {(Actor604
II), (A2) or (b)}, respectively. Both are clashing, or conflicting, powers/actors in a regional or international605
system, where any can be (para-) equal in military, economic, political, or/and technological power to the other,606
or that one is more powerful than the other. Again, the (ISPCDR) is the abbreviation of ”Initial Stability in607
(the System) Powers’ Conflict and Deterrence Relation.”608

-The built (Threat-for-Deterrence) modeling is Factor) as the ”CC(F1)” for (A1) and ”CC(F2)” for (A2), given609
that the definition providedfor Actor I and Actor II under the ”Threat-for-Deterrence” modeling is employed. e.610
Deterrence; as a term that means that the war or the all-out conflict is avoidable. The deterrence explained within611
the confines of ”Threat-for-Deterrence” modeling fails should the war or all-out conflict ensue. The occurrence of612
limitedconflicts is seen under the (Deterrence Entanglement Law) as one way to hinder the war or all-out conflict613
possibility in some actual complex-conflict situations. Thus, this view agrees in part with the old perspective614
of deterrence as an instrument of broader (national/international) security strategy for avoiding wars via (not615
wars as it had been seen before World War II but) limited conflicts. If the (Threat Object I) or (Threat Object616
II), which are both capable and credible and can be active or inactive, in use for deterrence or in a nonuse, and617
enabled or disabled within the (DEL)’s cases, is shifted to be applied in a state of active war or active all-out618
conflict, once again, the deterrence meant under the (DEL) is failed, and no ”Balance of Deterrence (B)” positions619
either relative, outright, or incomplete are to be detected. That is why implementing the (DEL) is a vital line620
between impeding the war or all out-conflict possibilities, which is the essential purpose, if correctly its rules are621
employed, or witnessing them.622

-Therefore, the aim of our advanced modeling is enhanced further to answer what if the ”All-Out Conflict623
or War Outcome” was to be avoided before any actual-game situations occur, perception or deception ones?624
Namely, what if there was a ”law” that governs the human flawed or flawless actions and behaviors, whether the625
actors were rational and completely or incompletely perceiving the other actors’ strategic preferences in perception626
cases, within a regional/international system, or they were deceived or deceivers under intentional misperception-627
situations? -Accordingly, the ”Threat-for-Deterrence” modeling differs from other (hyper)game-theoretic models628
in considering ”comprehensive cases of mutually dual moves and countermoves” rather than ”actions in one/multi-629
situation(s) of conflict in a (hyper)game” played by actors of the system. Thus, it expresses ”systemic cases630
for stabilizing relations” among clashing/conflicting actors under ”Deterrence Entanglement Law,” which is a631
deterrence instrument needed where the peace becomes inferior to a superior state of war. If correctly applied,632
we assume that the all-out conflict or war is avoidable even in cases where an extended deterrence applied along633
with a long period of time fails and an immediate deterrence of an aggressive actor is necessitated before the war634
ensues.635

-Ultimately, the ”Threat-for-Deterrence” modeling, which is a simulation of ”Deterrence Entanglement636
Law,” primary assumption is: ”The conflict or war among powers or actors (i.e., states) of the international637
system is avoidable and maneuverable within extended or immediate deterrence spheres if the actors’ conflict-638
position regionally or internationally is preemptively amended under perceived-relative, absolute, or incomplete639
gains’ environment.” That is what we move from and prove under ”Relatively, Outrightly, and Incompletely-640
Balanced (ISPCDR)” cases, where each case might be an equilibrium for impeding a war or conflict interstate641
consideringgiven conditions. Deterrence Relation ”ISPCDR”)’s conditionality642
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17 F

16 b) The (Deterrence Entanglement Law) Explanation in643

a (Threat-for-Deterrence)Modeling: Three Key Cases of644

Mutually Dual Moves and Countermoves i. Preliminary645

There are some assumptions on which our ”Threat-for-Deterrence” modeling is built, as follows: a. A (Threaten)646
move or countermove made towards The reason is that both positions of balance now include (A 1 )’s capable647
and credible-(Threat Object) active and enabled, and (A 2 )’s capable and credibleone, in an opposite way of the648
same direction, inactive and disabled, simultaneously, while all actors are aware of that. Under ”perception and649
complete/incomplete certainty” conditions, the utility is: {(S2, S4) + }, of an ”Opponent Victory Equilibrium,”650
that is a stable outcome, where no power/actor may have the impulse to deviate from this position that occurs651
depending on all players’ rationality, and correctly perceived, within the movement and opposite movement of652
both in a reasonable order.653

In ”deception and certain uncertainty” conditions, where (P-II) is the deceiver and (P-I) is the deceived, the654
utility is: {(S2, S4) ? } of another case of ”Disguised Opponent-Victory Equilibrium;” see Figure 9. This655
equilibrium is a temporarily stable outcome only (namely, it cannot be permanently stable like the other above656
case) because the deceived (P-I) misperceives it. Thus, (P-I) may have the incentive to deviate if it reveals that657
(P-II) misled it under such a deception/intentional misperception state of the Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR)658
case.659

Within the ”Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR)” case of the Deterrence Entanglement Law, the ”Central-660
Deterrence Point II” exists where: {(Bv(A1)) ?1 } < {(Bv(A2)) (CC)F2 }, given that (?1) means that the661
first is a ”Negative Balance of (A 1 )” _including (A1)’s ”inactive and disabled” capable and credible threat,662
which cannot counter-balance the (A 2 )’s (B) in either the level or the scale, considering this given context.663

iii. In both sub-cases, the ”Compromise Equilibrium” becomes in play, where the utility is: {(S3, S3) + }, see664
Figure 9, under perception and complete/incomplete certainty, or deception and certain uncertainty conditions.665
This equilibrium is stable either correctly or incorrectly perceived, since no power/actor during a crisis, clash,666
conflict, or war arising among both may have the incentive to deviate from this position, once reached, of the667
highest and most stable utility for all when making their movement and opposite movement in a rational order,668
simultaneously or sequentially.669

Within the Outrightly-Balanced (ISPCDR) case of the Deterrence Entanglement Law, the ”Central-Deterrence670
Point III” exists where {(B ) +1 }= {(B ) +1 }, coinciding with the occurrence of mutually ”Positive Deterrence-671
Balance of (A1) and (A2).” The positivity that we refer to by (+1), under which no power or actor might threaten672
the other by the capable and credible (Threat Object I or II), which both become inactive and disabled.673

17 F674

Considering that positivity, each ”Balance of Deterrence” position can counter the other regarding the level675
and/or scale _in a given context of observation. So, comprehensively, the perfect or most optimal state of676
balance of the (ISPCDR) achieves here. iv. The Incompletely-Balanced (ISPCDR) Where {(Eva) ?1 } ? {(Evb)677
?1 }, or {(Eva) ?1 }? {(Evb) ?1 }: 4 Yeses Case678

In the Incompletely-Balanced (ISPCDR), the first (mutually move and countermove) is {(Threaten) (Threat-679
ened)}, where the (Threat-Object I) of one power/actor exists, actively or in an enabled manner. Similarly, the680
second (mutually move and countermove) is {(Threatened) (Threaten)}, where the (Threat-Object II) of the681
other power/actor takes place, simultaneously, in an opposite way of the same direction, also actively or in an682
enabled mode. Thus, the sub-cases of this specific case are:683

-Sub-case I: Power I’s movement is defined by the {(Threaten); (Threatened)} moves while Power II’s684
opposite movement, in the same direction, becomes determined by the {(Threatened); (Threaten)} countermoves685
consecutively.686

-Sub-case II: Power II’s movement is defined by the {(Threaten); (Threatened)} moves, whereas Power I’s687
opposite movement, in the same direction, becomes determined by the {(Threatened); (Threaten)} countermoves,688
respectively; see Figure 8.689

In both sub-cases, the ”Status Quo Equilibrium” occurs, which is unstable, (?1) under perception and690
(complete/incomplete) certainty or deception and certain uncertainty conditions. The reason is that any691
power/actor during a crisis, clash, conflict, or war arising among both may have the impulse to deviate692
from a position of being ”threatened” in a status quo situation if not reached rationally within a perception693
state of relative balance case. Should a deviation to the ”Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR)” equilibrium be the694
case rationally and in a reasonable order where one actor’s movement is shaped by the {(Not Threaten);695
(Threatened)} moves, or opposite movement of the same direction is defined by the {(Threatened); (Not696
Threaten)} countermoves, the equilibrium occurring, therefore, becomes stable under perception conditions.697

The utility possibilities here are: {(S2, S2) ? } and {(S3, S2) ? } if {(Eva) ?1 } ? {(Evb) ?1 }, or {(S2, S2) ?698
} and {(S2, S3) ? } if {(Eva) ?1 } ? {(Evb) ?1 }.699

The ”Status Quo’s Deviations I and II” directions are illustrated in Figure 9, where the ”Relatively-Balanced700
(ISPCDR)” equilibrium becomes the first preferred deviation-line rationally in a ”Threat-for-Deterrence”701
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modeling. Then, the ”Outrightly-Balanced (ISPCDR)” equilibrium comes second according to the probability702
assumptions shown: {P1 < P2 ? P3}.703

Accordingly, the ”Status Quo Equilibrium” is a crucial solution-point for achieving an incompletelybalance of704
some challenging deterrence relations and complicated conflicts, avoiding the war possibility further through a705
(Backward Induction Mechanism). Within this mechanism, it can be transformed a (Deterrence Entanglement)706
state from a ”Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR)” to an ”Incompletely-Balanced (ISPCDR)” for reaching an707
”Outrightly-Balanced (ISPCDR)” third, given that shifting the Relatively-Balanced case to an Outrightly-708
Balanced one necessitates the Incompletely-Balanced connecting-state to take place first. Although the {P1709
< P2 ? P3}, still transforming (P3) into (P2) requires moving back by a transition to (P1) first. That is because710
of the stability in utility achieved within the (P3) case in perception and certainty conditions (or even in some711
deception and uncertainty cases as long the deception is not exposed) _since the opponent is reasonably better712
off by securing relative gains (i.e., ”S4” vs. ”S2”) it could acquire at the expense of the other under an equilibrium713
correctly (or incorrectly) perceived. In sum, the destabilization of (P3)’s relative balance is to occur first by (P1)’s714
incomplete-balance interference for achieving a rational movement to (P2)’s outright-balance second once (P3) is715
disrupted. In that case, both actors become rationally better off by deviating from the recently reached position716
of incomplete-balance but to the outright-balance position, not the relative-balance one, under the Backward717
Induction Mechanism.718

The Backward Induction Mechanism can also be used as a transformation bridge between two states of status719
quo if one of them is most likely to be avoiding the war possibility with a successful deterrence impeding the720
war/all-out conflict, which represents the (Status Quo Equilibrium) within the (DEL). Comparingly, the other721
state of status quo is chaotic, which takes place second after an active war or active all-out conflict occurring in722
the same context once the deterrence fails. In that case, both positions still reflect an unstable outcome, but the723
future one is more destructing than stabilizing. At the same time, the past position becomes the most stabilizing724
force of an instability accompanying a status quo, to which the Backward Induction is being made, restoring725
the ”Balance of Deterrence (B)” under the Incompletely-Balanced (ISPCDR) case. Within the Incompletely-726
Balanced (ISPCDR) case of the Deterrence Entanglement Law, the ”Central-Deterrence Point IV” exists where:727
i. {(Bv(A1)) (CC)F1 } ? {(Bv(A2)) (CC)F2 } if {(Eva) ?1 } ? {(Evb) ?1 }, or ii. {(Bv(A1)) (CC)F1 } ?728
{(Bv(A2)) (CC)F2 } if {(Eva) ?1 } ? {(Evb) ?1 }, given that both ”Balance of Deterrence” positions include729
”active and enabled” capable and credible-(Threat Objects I and II). Ultimately, we can interpret the (Mutually730
Assured Destruction ”MAD”) strategy under the ”Incompletely-Balanced (ISPCDR).” The (MAD) entails that731
if one nuclear power attacks the other through a first nuclear strike, a second capable and credible nuclear strike732
will follow by the attacked nation against the aggressor from other lands than the attacked ones, should the first733
attacked homeland be overwhelmingly destroyed. Under a case of movement of {(Threaten); (Threatened)} and734
opposite movement of {(Threatened); (Threaten)} in the same direction, by both the US and Soviet Union, no735
matter who has what sort of movement, a deviation from this status quo outcome became a possibility more736
significantly after the Cold War ended. Such a swerve took a solid shape in accordance with developing debates737
over (Ballistic Missile Defense Systems, BMDs) 8 that are supposed to operate by relying on obstructing or738
disrupting nuclear missiles in case the homeland is being attacked through a nuclear strike. Here, assuming that739
the US deviates 8 Ballistic missile defense (BMD) system is a defense system designed to intercept and destroy740
ballistic missiles that first emerged through President Ronald Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), which741
is a program to use a space-based technology to strike down incoming strategic ballistic missiles (Juliet Kaarbo742
and James Lee Ray, Global Politics, 10 th ed., (The USA and Canada: Wadsworth, Cengage Learning, 2011)).743
However, it was not until the US decision, announced in 2001, to withdraw from the 1972 Antiballistic Missile744
(ABM) Treaty when this withdrawal allowed the United States to conduct tests, without any conditions, for a745
missile defense system (ibid). from the status quo outcome by acquiring the (BMDs) technology, while Russia746
misperceives that its old rival would move from the (MAD) equilibrium position. Rationally, Russia, in this case,747
will have the incentive to change a would-be (Disguised Opponent-Victory Equilibrium) once being aware that748
the US shifted from the Cold War’s (incomplete) balance of nuclear deterrence; and vice versa.749

In general, both actors, who are the international system’s old competing poles (i.e., the US and Russia as the750
Soviet Union’s successor), would have had the impulse to deviate from the (Status Quo Equilibrium) either the751
surrounding factors, such as the existence of the Soviet Union, remained unchanged or not, due to the instability752
of this outcome itself. Furthermore, the system’s two powers might reach a state of Outright Balance after the753
Cold War, concerning the nuclear deterrence theme, by mutually acquiring the (BMDs). In the latter case, and754
from the (DEL)’s perspective, the (Threat Object I or the first/initiatingnuclear strike) and (Threat Object II or755
the second/responding-nuclear strike), which both are capable and credible, become all inactive and disabled. In756
sum, the (MAD) strategy equilibrium will no longer be in play if the ”Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR)” case under757
perception, or deception/ intentional misperception state, or another case of ”Outrightly-Balanced (ISPCDR),”758
is reached as courses of deviation from the (Status Quo Equilibrium) that framed the nuclear deterrence nature759
among both powers for decades. IV.760

18 Conclusion761

Following the development of the (Deception Hypergame Model of Inter-state Conflict ”DHMIC”), two general762
conclusions have been given, paving one way among many others that can be provided in further research for763
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18 CONCLUSION

stabilizing the international system’s structure.Whether or not the deception exists in multiple games of an764
unbalanced hypergame model played by and between states, the aim was not to reveal a new facet of reality765
insofar as it was to set the facts (more) solid, avoiding the occurrence of potentially similar conflicts in the future.766
More specifically, we introduced two equations inferred from that built model and its application, which are767
applicable under certainty and uncertainty conditions. Sequentially, the explained Conditionality of (ISPCDR)768
was highlighted, upon which our subsequent development of (Deterrence Entanglement Law) took place. The769
Initial Stability in the System Powers’ Conflict and Deterrence Relation or the (ISPCDR) can be determined based770
on the previously given Equations I and II’s outputs, where the (Bipolarity or Multipolarity ”B-MP”) defines the771
international system’s structure. Moving further, we set a Deterrence Entanglement Law, under which there are772
three rules; Relative-Balance Rule, Outright-Balance Rule, and Incomplete-Balance Rule, shown theoretically as773
well as strategically in a (Threat-for-Deterrence) modeling and the consequently relevant equations. 1 2 3

Figure 1: –
774

1The sub-game is a game that emerges from any node of the last branch in an extensive form game resembling
a tree of branches and nodes and is defined by its sequential-move nature. The sub-game may be played in
the future, and within which if Nash equilibrium occurs, it is called sub-game perfect, provided that the same
equilibrium will be reached through every sub-game emerging from any other node of that last branch.

2A Conflict or War Impediment Strategic Approach: Perception Games, Deception Hypergames, and
Deterrence in Global Politics

3© 2022 Global Journals
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The Outrightly-Balanced (ISPCDR) Where the {(Eva) +1 } = {(Evb) +1 }: 4
Noes Case In the Outrightly-Balanced (ISPCDR), the (mutually move and coun-
termove) is {(Not Threaten) first (Unthreatened)}, where the (Threat–Sub-case
I: Power I’s movement is defined by the {(Not Threaten); (Unthreatened)} moves,
while Power II’s opposite movement, in the same direction, is shaped through the
{(Unthreatened); (Not Threaten)} countermoves, consecutively. -Sub-case II:
Power II’s movement is defined by the {(Not Threaten); (Unthreatened)} moves,
whereas Power I’s opposite movement, in the same direction, becomes determined
by the {(Unthreatened); (Not Threaten)} countermoves, respectively; see Figure
8.

Figure 10:
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.1 a. Under the Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR), Where {(Eva) ±1 } > {(Evb)
±1 }, There Are Two Sub-cases:

In the Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR), the first (mutually move and countermove) is {(Threaten) (Threat-775
ened)}, where the (Threat-Object I) of ”one power/actor” exists, actively or in an enabled manner. Similarly,776
the second (mutually move and countermove) is {(Unthreatened) (Not Threaten)}, where the (Threat-Object777
II) of the ”otherpower/actor” takes place, simultaneously, in an opposite way of the same direction, however778
inactively or in a disabled mode.779

.1 a. Under the Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR), Where {(Eva) ±1 } >780

{(Evb) ±1 }, There Are Two Sub-cases:781

-Sub-case I: Power I’s movement is defined by the {(Threaten); (Unthreatened)} moves, while Power II’s opposite782
movement, in the same direction, becomes determined by the {(Threatened); (Not Threaten)} countermoves,783
consecutively; see (Threaten)} countermoves, respectively.784

Under ”perception and complete/incomplete certainty” conditions, the utility is: {(S4, S2) + } _given that785
(x, y) is the payoff to (Power I), the payoff to (Power II), respectively. That outcome represents the ”Opponent786
Victory Equilibrium,” which is stable since no power/actor may have the incentive to deviate from such an787
equilibrium or solution point occurring rationally, achieving the best position for all simultaneously and correctly788
perceived within the movement and opposite movement of both in a reasonable order. In contrast, under789
”deception and certain uncertainty” conditions, where (P-I) is the deceiverand (P-II) is the deceived, the utility is:790
{(S4, S2) ? } of a ”Disguised Opponent-Victory Equilibrium;” see Figure ??. The latter outcome is temporarily791
stable only, which cannot be permanently stable because the deceived (P-II) misperceives it; therefore, this player792
may have the incentive to deviate once revealing that (P-I) misled it under a deception/intentional misperception793
state of the Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR) case.794

Within the Relatively-Balanced (ISPCDR) case of the Deterrence Entanglement Law, the ”Central-Deterrence795
Point I” exists where: {(B v(A1) ) (CC)F1 } > {(B v(A2) ) ?1 }, given that (?1) means that the last is a ”Negative796
Balance of (A 2 )” with a value that cannot counter-balance the (A 1 )’s (B) in either the level or/and scale under797
a given context of observation and its relevant factors. However, the mentioned (B) positions do not affect the798
validity and stability of the ”Opponent Victory Equilibrium” if it existed in perception and complete/incomplete799
certainty conditions.800

c) The Deterrence Entanglement Law Rules a. The {(Tn), (UT), (NT), (Td)} are the abbreviations to the801
{(Threaten); (Unthreatened); (Not Threaten); (Threatened)} moves/countermoves, respectively. b. The (Bab)802
is the ”Balance of Deterrence (B)” for Power I/Actor I or (a/A1), and Power II/Actor II or (b/A2), in the803
”Threat-for-Deterrence” modeling, where both sides are opponents in the international system.804

c. The (+D) indicates a (deception (D) case of interstate conflict situations or an intentional misperception805
employed by one opponent versus the other, and certain uncertainty) factor. At the same time, the (?D) points806
out a (perception (or non-deception/D) case of inter-state conflict situations and complete/incomplete certainty)807
factor. d. The {(CC)F1} and {(CC)F2} are the (Threat-Capability and Credibility Factor 1) of (A1) and the808
(Threat-Capability and Credibility Factor 2) of (A2), consecutively.809

.2 i. Rule I of the Deterrence Entanglement Law: Relative-Balance Rule810

The Balance of Deterrence in the system powers-conflict and deterrence relation exists, relatively, if one811
actor/power’s movement of {(Threaten); (Unthreatened)} moves, and the other actor/power’s opposite-812
movement, in the same direction, of {(Threatened); (Not Threaten)} countermoves, and vice versa, take place813
regarding the (Matter and Anti-Matter) for each, or two opposite Threat-Objects, within either movement.814
Contextually, the first’s equilibrium (E) value (v) exceeds the second’s, with permanent stability under815
perception and (complete/incomplete) certainty conditions, and permanently instability or temporal stability816
under intentional deception or misperception and certain-uncertainty ones.817

.3 ii. Rule II of the Deterrence Entanglement Law: Outright-Balance818

Rule819

The Balance of Deterrence in the system powers-conflict and deterrence relation outrightly exists if one820
actor/power’s movement of {(Not Threaten); (Unthreatened)} moves, and the other actor/power’s opposite821
movement, in the same direction, of {(Unthreatened); (Not Threaten)} countermoves, and vice versa, occur822
regarding the (Matter and Anti-Matter) for each, or two opposite Threat-Objects, within either movement.823
Explicitly, the first’s equilibrium value equivalently equals the second’s, with stability under intentional824
deception or misperception and certain uncertainty conditions or perception and (complete/ incomplete) certainty825
circumstances. The Balance of Deterrence in the system powers-conflict and deterrence relation incompletely826
exists if one actor/power’s movement of {(Threaten); (Threatened)} moves, and the other actor/power’s opposite-827
movement, in the same direction, of {(Threatened); (Threaten)} countermoves, and vice versa, happen regarding828
the (Matter and Anti-Matter)for each, or two opposite Threat-Objects, within either movement. In this given829
context, the first’s equilibrium value might exceed or equal, or be less than or equal, the second’s, with instability830
permanently or temporal stability under intentional deception or misperception831

The Deterrence Entanglement Law includes three rules, considering these assumptions:832
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